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Children are
affected by
domestic violence. I
know of one girl whose
dad was violent... now the
girl is grown. She ended up
a nurse but she could easily
have ended up a victim.
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I give out leaﬂets and introduce people. I
deﬁnitely use informal processes
otherwise people wouldn’t go.
Using the community to help
itself is essential. We can
do things informally and
that makes a difference.
They think he might have
Aspergers but they won’t conﬁrm
it. He has had assessments at
school for it, but like I said, he is ok
at school. It needs to be done at
home so they can see what he’s
like and how if affects us
all. I don’t understand
why they won’t assess him
at home. If we knew what
it was then maybe we
could deal with it better
but not knowing is hard.

I go to Stepping Stones
for family support. I
have 1:1 meetings
which are so
helpful. They help
me to get my
thinking straight
and to think
about what I
want to do with
the kids.
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Proboscis have created this StoryCube
set for the Birmingham Total Place Early
Intervention project to spark
conversations, new ideas and solutions.
They are designed to be played with to
start conversations and explore issues
around Early Intervention.
Fit them together, roll them like dice,
create stories and ﬁnd unexpected
connections.

Total Place is a new initiative that looks
at how a ‘whole area’ approach to public
services can lead to better services at
less cost.
It seeks to identify and avoid overlap
and duplication between organisations.
Birmingham is one of 13 pilot areas.
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The Early Intervention theme is exploring
the beneﬁts to children, parents and
practitioners of several initiatives and
new ways of working process that shift
services towards prevention and early
intervention.

For further information on Total Place see:
www.localleadership.gov.uk/totalplaceabout/
and
www.bebirmingham.org.uk/
Except where otherwise stated the text
is quoted and paraphrased from
conversations with people in
Birmingham for the Total Place Early
Intervention project.

These pilots have an opportunity to be
innovative & redesign the way public
services are planned and delivered.
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